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Abstract-Stiles-Crawford-like  effects  (that  is.  directional  sensitivity  of  the  retina)  were  investigated  in  the 
fly’s  eye.  Intracellular  recordings  from  the  visual  sense  cells  were  made.  and  the  radiation  patterns 
emerging  from  the  photoreceptors  with  antidromic  light  were  photographed.  and  evaluated  with  a 
microdensitometer.  The  measurements  from  both  methods  agree  well.  and  can  be  satisfactorily  described 
by  a theoretical  model  based  on  waveguide  theory.  Ciear  radiation  patterns  from  the  first  and  second  order 
modes  were  obserxrd  at  the  level  of  the  cornea.  As  in  the  vertebrate  eye,  the  photoreceptors  are  aligned 
towards  the  center  of  the  lens.  a  phenomenon  for  which  a  theoretical  explanation  is  proposed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The  Stiles-Crawford  effect  (Stiles  and  Crawford 
1933;  Stiles,  1937)  is  the  phenomenon  that  the  per- 
ceived  brightness  of  light  penetrating  the  pupil  of  an 
eye  depends  on  the  place  of  entrance  in  the  pupit. 
Light  entering  centrally  is  more  effective  than  light 
entering  peripherally.  In  man  it  can  be  measured 
psychophysically  by  focusing  a light  beam  at  different 
positions  in  the  pupil,  and  comparing  its  brightness 
with  a  second  beam  at  a  constant  position  (reviews: 
Crawford,  1972;  Enoch  and  Bedeil,  1981).  The  effect 
is  considered  to  be  primarily  retinal,  probably 
originating  in  the  photoreceptors  (for  photopic  vision 
the  cones). 
The  explanation  of  the  effect  is  not  yet  completely 
established.  Basically,  there  are  two  competing  expla- 
nations.  The  first  one  states  that  the  effect  is  caused 
by  the  acceptance  profile  of  the  photoreceptors  for 
light  rays  coming  from  different  directions  (O’Brien, 
1946;  Enoch,  1963).  Because  photoreceptors  function 
as  dielectric  waveguides  (Toraldo  di  Francis,  1949; 
Enoch,  1963).  a  full  explanation  must  consider  wave- 
guide  effects  (e.g.  Snyder  and  Pask,  1973;  De  Groat, 
1980). The  second  explanation  of  the  Stiles-Crawford 
effect  states  that  the  photoreceptors  deviate  from 
perfect  alignment  towards  the  center  of  the  lens  in  a 
random  (Gaussian)  way  (Safir  and  Hyams  1969). 
Light  entering  the  pupil  at  different  positions  then 
excites  different  numbers  of  the  many  photoreceptors 
contributing  to  the  psychophysjcaliy  measured  effect. 
A  way  to  distinguish  these  two  possibilities  experi- 
mentally,  is  to  measure  the  response  of  single  visual 
sense  cells.  This  is  difficult  to  do  psychophysically, 
and  electrophysiological  data  on  the  acceptance 
profiles  of  photoreceptors  are  relatively  scarce  (but 
see  e.g.  Baylor  and  Fettiptace  1975).  Therefore,  a 
study  of  these  profiles  was  undertaken  in  the  eye  of 
the  blowfly.  Despite  the  many  differences  between  the 
vertebrate  lens-eye  and  the  fly  compound  eye,  the 
basic  optical  configuration  is  remarkably  similar  in 
both  eye-types,  as  wilt  be  explained  below.  In  fly. 
electrophysiological  recordings  from  single  photo- 
receptors  can  be  made  on  an  intact  animal  (with  an 
intact  dioptrical  apparatus);  moreover,  quantitative 
optical  measurements  can  be  made  on  the  radiation 
coming  from  the  photoreceptors  when  the  normal 
light  direction  is  reversed  (antidromic  illumination, 
cf.  Enoch  1963);  finally,  the  detailed  knowledge  of  the 
dioptrical  system  (e.g.  Kirschfeld  and  Franceschini, 
1968;  Franceschini,  1975;  Stavenga,  1975;  Beersma, 
1979;  van  Hateren,  1984;  review:  Hardie,  1985) 
allows  the  calculation  of  the  effect  as  well,  with  a 
theory  based  on  wave-optics.  Thus,  an  integrated 
eiectrophysiological,  optical,  and  theoretical  ap- 
proach  to  the  problem  will  be  presented  in  this  paper. 
The  basic  element  of  the  fly  compound  eye,  the 
ommatidium,  is  shown  in  Fig.  1. The  compound  eye 
consists  of  many  of  these  ommatidia,  each  pointing 
to  a different  direction  in  space.  Each  ommatidium  of 
the  fly  includes  a  lens  and  seven  waveguides  (rhab- 
domeres),  the  tips  of  which  lie  in  the  focal  plane  of 
the  lens.  These  rhabdomeres.  each  belonging  to  a 
visual  sense  cell,  are  filled  with  visual  pigment,  and 
can  be  considered  as  analogues  of  the  vertebrate 
cones  and  rods.  They  are  numbered  as  shown  in  the 
figure.  The  visual  sense  cells  react  with  graded  depo- 
larizing  potentials  upon  ilium~nation.  Fly  rhab- 
domeres  function  as  lightguides  by  the  phenomenon 
of  internal  total  reflection,  because  their  refractive 
index  is somewhat  higher  than  the  refractive  index  of 
the  surrounding  media.  Actually,  the  light  propaga- 
tion  through  these  rhabdomeres  must  be  described 
with  wave-optics,  because  of  their  small  diameter.  It 
1305 Fig. I. An ommatidium  of  the  fly’s  eye.  Light  is imaged  by 
the cornea1 lens through  the opticalfy  homogeneous  pseudo- 
cane onto  the  tips of  the rhabdomeres.  specializations  of  the 
sense cell  membrane  that  contain  the  visual  pigment  and 
function  as lightguides.  The  thabdomeres  are  numbered  as 
indicated. 
turns  out,  that  light can  only  propagate  in stable  light 
patterns,  the so-called  modes.  The  shape  and  number 
of  the  modes  is determined  by  the  V-number  of  the 
waveguide,  with 
($1 
where  b  is  the  radius  of  the  waveguide,  i  the  free 
space  wavelength  of  the  light,  ttl the  refractive  index 
inside  the  waveguide,  and  n?  the  refractive  index 
outside  the  fiber.  For  V  <  2.4  only  the  circufarly 
symmetricaf  first  order  mode  (01) can  propagate,  For 
2.4 <  V  <  3.8  also  the  bilobed  second  order  mode 
(1 I}, and  for  V > 3.8 higher  order  modes  as well.  For 
further  details  on  waveguide  theory  see  Marcuse 
(1974),  Snyder  (1975),  Horowitz  (1981),  and  Snyder 
and  Love  (1983). 
iMETHODS 
Animals 
All  experiments  were  performed  on  females  of  the 
blowfly  Cal/@hora  erythrocephala  (wild  type).  All flies 
had  a  high  content  of  xanthopsin  (the  fly  visual 
pigment,  Vogt  1983), and  were  taken  from  a culture 
originating  from  specimens  caught  in  the  wild.  Efec- 
trophysrolog;sal  measurements  \vere  ma&  L3n I;‘:> 
flier. opticni  measurements  on  twelve  Ries. For  ielen 
flies  theoretical  calculations  lucre  made  as: ~veil. The 
experimental  results  and  theoretical  inter~re~ati~nj 
were  similar  For all  flies. 
Unanaesth~tis~d  animsfs  were  fixed  with  wax.  and 
mounted  on  an  .Y-)‘-z  stage.  Care  was  taken  not  to 
impair  ventilation.  A  smaff hole  was cut  in  the  back 
of  the  fly’s  head.  through  which  a  small  plastic 
lightguide  tvas  inserted  for  giving  antidromic  light. 
Moreover,  a  small  hole was cut  in  the dorsal  part  of 
the cornea  (Hardie,  1979; Smakman  et al.,  1984). The 
hole  was  covered  with  silicon  grease  to  present 
desiccation.  Through  this hole a glass micro-electrode 
was  inserted  in  the  retina.  The  optics  of the  eye  was 
thoroughly  checked  before  and  after  the  experiment 
by  inspection  of  the  deep  pseudopupil.  the  farfield 
radiation  pattern,  and  the cornea.  Usually  no  optical 
deterioration  was  observed,  if the  hole  in  the cornea 
was  made  with  much  care. 
The  optical  instrument  (Fig.  2) is an  extension  of 
the  one  described  previously  (van  Hateren  I984). 
The  jnstrumen&  can  be  used  both  for  observing  the 
radiation  coming  from  the  eye  with  antidromic  illu- 
minatjon,  and  for  stimulating  the  eye  with  ortho- 
dromic  illumination.  The  stimulus  is  imaged  in  the 
planes  I-I! and  H,. In  plane  H, an  image  of the farfield 
radiation  pattern  of  the  eye  is cast  (when  using  lens 
L,),  or  an  image  of  the  cornea  (when  using  iens  L,). 
With  L, it is possible  to measure  angular  sensitivities 
of the entire  lens-photoreceptor  system,  whereas  with 
L,  the  Stiles-Crawford  effect can  be  measured.  Both 
stimulus  and  cornea  (or  farfield)  can  be  seen  at  the 
same  time  by means  of a pellicle  half-mirror  (P). The 
stimulus  is  seen  in  the  plane  I-i2 (where  a  mirror  is 
placed),  and  the  cornea  in  the  plane  W,. 
To  check  that  these  two  images,  which  are  seen 
simultaneously  by  the  observer,  correspond  to  the 
real  situation  as seen  by the fly (and  that  they  are not 
displaced  relative  to  each  other),  a  frosted  glass  was 
inserted  in  the plane  H,.  It turned  out  that  the  image 
of  the  stimulus  seen  in  plane  Hz did  indeed  coincide 
with  the  image  on  the  frosted  glass  in  the  plane  H,. 
/  mirror 
_i_  H, 
Fig. 2. The optical set-up. The cornea  of the fly can be seen simultaneously  with  the stimulus  by  the pfficfe 
half-mirror  P.  I-,:  Leitz, Pi  fl  10/0.30: t,:  doublet f=  80mm;  I..,: doublet, f=  20mm:  L,:  Photar, 
/  = 50 mm. The Stiles-Crawford  effect  in  the fly’s r>e  Ii07 
Actually.  this  is a  consequence  of  the  design  of  the 
instrument.  because  the image  of the stimulus  seen  by 
the  observer  is coplanar  with  the  mirror  in  the  plane 
HZ. which  imp!ies  that  the  exact  angular  position  of 
this  mirror  is not  very  critical  for  the  position  where 
the  stimulus  is  seen.  Moreover,  the  exact  angular 
position  of  the  pellicle  is  not  very  critical  either, 
because  the  images  of  both  cornea  and  stimulus  are 
displaced  in  the  same  direction  by  angular  displace- 
ments  of  the  pellicle.  as  can  be  shown  by  applying 
some  geometrical  optics.  Further  details  on  the  opti- 
cal  set-up  can  be  found  in  the  legend  of  Fig.  2 and 
in  van  Hateren  (195-L). 
Ele~rropll~.siologictrl  n~easwetnen  ts 
Light  of  a  Xenon  arc  lamp  was  chopped,  and 
filtered  by  a  heat  filter.  neutral  density  filters,  a 
motor-driven  neutral  density  wedge  (Smakman  and 
Pijpker  1983).  and  a  Balzers  K-filter  (half-width 
approximately  50 nm).  This  light  was  imaged  on  one 
end  of  a  flexible  lightguide,  the  other  end  of  which 
served  as  the  stimulus  for  the  electrophysiological 
measurements.  This  end,  mounted  on  a  perimeter 
that  could  be  swept  through  the  visual  field,  was 
imaged  on  the cornea  as a light  spot  with  a diameter 
of approximately  2 ~trn (and  approximately  20’ in  the 
farfield). 
The  intracellular  recordings  from  visual  sense  cells 
(RI&)  vvere  made  with  a  conventional  set-up  for 
intracellular  electrophysiology  (Muijser,  1979; Smak- 
man.  et (11..  1984). The  3M  KAc-tilled  electrodes  had 
resistances  of  150-200  MR  in  Ringer’s  solution.  The 
response  of  the  visual  sense  cells  was  clamped  at  a 
certain  level (6 mV)  by  feedback  through  the  motor- 
driven  neutral  density  wedge (Smakman  and  Pijpker, 
1983;  Smakman  er  al..  1984).  By  this  constant  cri- 
terion  method  the  adaptation  of  the  cell  was  main- 
tained  at a constant  level. The  position  of the  neutral 
density  wedge  was  a direct  measure  of  the sensitivity 
of the cell for the various  positions  of the stimulus  on 
the  cornea1  lens.  The  sensitivity  is  defined  as  the 
reciprocal  of the  light  intensity  necessary  to reach  the 
criterion  response. 
Optical  nlea_wremetUs 
Light  of a second  Xenon  arc  lamp  was  filtered  by 
a heat  filter  and  a Balzers  K-filter.  It was  focused  on 
a  small  fightguide,  the  other  end  of  which  was 
inserted  in  the  fly‘s  head.  This  light  propagated 
backwards  through  the  rhabdomeres.  and  illu- 
minated  the corneai  lenses  from  behind.  The  resulting 
radiation  patterns  are  not  equally  bright  for  all 
wavelengths  (see  Fig.  5)  because  the  light  travels 
through  (and  is  filtered  by)  nervous  tissue  and  the 
basal  membrane.  Moreover,  the  light  is  partially 
absorbed  by  the  visual  pigment  in  the  rhabdomeres. 
The  fly visual  pigment  absorbs  maximally  at  a wave- 
length  of  490 nm;  therefore,  optical  measurements 
were  not  possible  for  500 nm,  and  only  with  long 
exposure  times  for  450 nm.  The  cornea  was  photo- 
graphed  on  T&X  (5 min  for  filters  K60  and  K55. 
50min  for  K45).  The  lilm  was  developed  and  cali- 
brated  as  previously  described  (van  Hateren.  1983). 
and  subsequently  scanned  with  a  microdensitometer 
(Joyce.  Loeble  &  Co..  MK3C).  The  densities  thus 
obtained  were  transformed  to  intensities  of  the  light 
at  the  cornea1  level.  Both  sides  of  the  curves  were 
averaged  because  the  curves  were  approximately 
symmetrical. 
THEORY 
For  etectrophysiologicai  measurements  the  photo- 
receptors  are  stimulated  by  focusing  a light  beam  at 
the level of the cornea.  Both  the focused  light  spot  on 
the  cornea  and  the  receptor  entrance  are  small 
(~2prn)  compared  to  the  distance  betvveen  them 
(E  lOO/lm).  Thus  the  photoreceptors  are  in  effect 
illuminated  by  a  plane  wave.  The  theory  used  for 
calculating  the  excitation  of  modes  in  a  waveguide 
by  plane  wave  illumination  is  summarized  in  the 
Appendix. 
For  optical  me~lsurements  of  the  Stiles-Crawford 
effect the direction  of the light  is reversed  (antidrom~c 
light),  and  the  radiation  patterns  emerging  from  the 
photoreceptors  are  observed.  it  can  be  shown  the- 
oretically  (by  an  argument  similar  to  the  one 
presented  in  van  Hateren,  1984)  that  if  a  photo- 
receptor  can  propagate  only  the first order  mode,  the 
shape  of the  farfield  radiation  pattern  of the receptor 
is  identical  to  that  of  its  sensitivity  profile  when 
stimulated  by  a  plane  wave  coming  from  various 
directions.  Thus,  for  a  single  mode  photoreceptor 
the optical  measurements  must  yield  the same  results 
as  electrophysioiogj~al  measurements  of  the  Stiles- 
Crawford  effect.  This  is generally  not  true.  however, 
when  higher  order  modes  can  also  propagate  [for the 
shorter  wavelengths,  see equation  (I)].  The  reason  is 
that  the  relative  weighting  of the modes  (the  fraction 
of  the  total  guided  power  each  carries)  is generally 
different  for  the  optical  and  electrophysioiogical 
methods.  First.  the  electromagnetic  field exciting  the 
modes  is  different  for  orthodromic  and  antidromic 
light,  as  the  orthodromic  light  is neatly  focussed  on 
the  receptors  by  the  facet  lenses,  whereas  the  anti- 
dromic  light  has  travelled  through  the  underlying 
nervous  tissue.  Second,  the light  transmitted  through 
the photoreceptors  is measured  for the optical  experi- 
ments,  while  the light  absorbed  in  the photoreceptors 
is measured  for  the electrophysiological  experiments. 
So because  the  various  modes  are absorbed  indepen- 
dently  of each  other  and  with different  efficiencies,  the 
resulting  relative  weighting  of  the  modes  is entirely 
different  for  the  two  methods. 
The  case  of  only  one  mode  is encountered  at  the 
longer  wavelengths,  that  is, with  V smaller  than  2.4. 
The  situation  is even  then  not  unambiguous  in the fly, 
however,  because  more  than  one  sense  cell  con- 
tributes  to  the  radiation  towards  the  iens  of  one 
ommatidium.  Nevertheless,  it  will  be  shown  below that  the  photoreceptors  in  an  ommatidium  are 
aligned  towards  the  center  of  the  lens.  Thus,  mca- 
surements  made  at the level of the cornea  will give the 
same  result  irrespective  of  the  number  of sense  cells 
contributing  to  the  radiation.  Another  complication 
is  the  central  rhabdomere  R7,  having  a  smaller 
diameter  (1 pm)  than  RI-6  (l.Spm).  It  is  out- 
numbered,  however.  by  RI-6,  and  for  the  fonger 
wavelengths  its  radiation  pattern  is similar  to that  of 
RI-6.  For  shorter  wavelengths  the  central  rhab- 
domere  absorbs  light  efficiently.  which  makes  its 
contribution  to  the total  radiation  pattern  negligible. 
RESULTS 
Alignment 
in  Fig.  3  it  is  shown  that  fly  rhabdomeres  are 
aligned  towards  the  center  of  the  lens  (as  was  first 
noticed  by  Stavenga,  personal  communication).  The 
ommatidial  lenses  were  optically  neutralized  by 
waterimmersion  (Franceschini,  197.Q  and  the  radi- 
ation  from  the rhabdomeres  photographed  at various 
distances  from  the  lens  surface. 
The  photographs  were  evaluated  with  a  micro- 
densitometer,  allowing  precise  measurements  of  the 
distance  between  the  light  beams  radiating  from 
rhabdomeres  RI  and  R3.  As  we see  in  Fig.  3, these 
beams  converge  towards  the lens. This  is also  the case 
for  other  rhabdomere  pairs,  thus  all  rhabdomeres 
converge  to  a  common  point.  The  position  of  the 
convergence  point  in  Fig.  3 is at  14 +  8 pm  from  the 
lens surface.  Thus  one could  argue  that  at the corneaf 
level  (where  the  photographs  were  made)  the  super- 
position  of  the  various  radiation  patterns  might  not 
be  perfect.  Nevertheless,  the  maximum  error  in  the 
alignment  ( =  I pm  at  the  cornea)  is negligible  com- 
pared  to  the  width  of  the  radiation  patterns  (hatf- 
width  =  15pm  at  the  cornea). 
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Fig. 3. The alignment  of fly rhabdomeres towards the center 
of  the lens. The  distance between the centers of  the beams 
radiating  from  the  rhabdomeres  R,  and  R,  is given  as  a 
function  of  the distance from  the lens surface, as observed 
with a waterimmersion  objective. Both distances can deviate 
from  the  real  distances by  a  constant  factor,  because the 
waterimmersion  might  not  completely  neutralize  the  lens. 
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Fig. 5. Densitograms of the photographs  shown in  Fig.  4. 
The  image of  a single lens was scanned on the negative by 
means  of  a  microdensitometer.  Wavelengths:  (A)  6OOnm; 
(B)  450 nm. 
Observations  of  modal  patterns 
Photographs  of  the  cornea  of  the  fly  with  anti- 
dromic  illumination  are  shown  in  Fig.  4. In  Fig.  4(a) 
the  wavelength  is  600 nm,  and  all  the  lenses  are 
illuminated  in  a similar  way:  brightest  in  the  center, 
and  darkening  towards  their  boundary.  This  can  be 
seen  also  in  the densitogram  of one  of these  lenses  in 
Fig.  5(a).  The  illumjnation  is  approximately  circu- 
larly  symmetrical.  For  shorter  wavelengths  the  cor- 
nea  appears  dramatically  different,  as  is  shown  for 
450nm  in  Fig.  4(b):  now  the center  is darkest,  and  a 
bright  ring  is  visible.  Again  the  pattern  is  approxi- 
mately  circularly  symmetrical;  a  densitogram  is 
shown  in  Fig.  S(b).  The  ring-shaped  illumination 
indicates  the  presence  of the second  order  mode.  The 
radiation  from  a  single  second  order  mode  has  two 
lobes  (see  e.g.  Snyder,  1975),  but  superposition  of 
radiation  from  second  order  modes  with  different 
angular  dependences  can  yield  a  circular  pattern. 
Moreover,  Fig.  4(b)  is  a  supposition  of  the  radi- 
ation  from  several  rhabdomeres,  favouring  a  circu- 
larly  symmetrical  result. 
Second  order  modes  can  also  be  observed  in  the 
fatlield  radiation  pattern  of  the  entire 
lens-photoreceptor  system  (van  Hateren,  19G4). In 
that  case  we  are  actually  looking  at  the  modes  at  the 
rhabdomere  tips  (via  the  cornea1  lens).  In  Fig.  4 we 
are  looking  at  the  (fafield)  radiation  coming  from 
these  modes.  Thus,  despite  the  similarity,  we should Fig.  3.  Photographs  of  the  ventral  cornea  of  the  fly.  with  approximately  square  lenses.  Wavelengths:  ( 
600  nm; (B)  450  nm.  In  (3)  radiation  from  second  order  modes  is  seen. 
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Fig.  6.  The  intensity  of  the  radiation  patterns  of  the 
rhabdomeres  of  one  ommatidium  (the  same  as  in  Fig.  5)  as 
a  function  of  the  distance  from  the  center  of  the  facet  lens 
(open  circles),  and  theoretical  fits (continuous  curves).  Focal 
distance  (in  air):  70pm;  fi  =0.25;  fiber  diameter:  1.8 pm: 
wavelengths:  (A)  600nm:  (B)  550nm;  (C)  450nm.  The 
lens  diameter  was  25-30/lm.  In  (A)  and  (B)  only  the  first 
order  mode  (01)  propagates,  in  (C)  also  the  second  order 
mode  (1 I). 
not  confuse  the  mode  patterns  themselves  with  their 
radiation  patterns  (as  in  Fig.  4).  In  fact,  the  ampli- 
tudes  of  the  two  are  related  by  Fourier  transforms, 
similar  as  the  diffraction  pattern  of  an  aperture  is  the 
Fourier  transform  of  the  aperture  (Goodman,  1968). 
Modes  just  happen  to  be  very  similar  in  shape  to 
their  Fourier  transforms,  that  is,  their  far  field 
radiation  patterns. 
Measurements  and  theoretical  calculations 
In  Fig.  6  optical  measurements  with  linearized 
intensity  axes  are  shown,  together  with  theoretical 
calculations.  The  theoretical  curves  were  calculated 
according  to  the  theory  summarized  in  the  Appendix. 
The  parameters  for  the  calculations  are  the  wave- 
length,  the  fiber  diameter,  the  refractive  indices  inside 
and  outside  the  waveguide,  and  the  focal  distance. 
The  wavelength  is under  experimental  control;  for  the 
fiber  diameter  a  value  of  1.8 ,um  was  chosen  (Hor- 
ridge  el  al.,  1976).  and  for  n‘ =  (ny -  TV:)’  ’ =  0.25 
(Beersma  ef  al..  1982).  The  remaining  parameter.  the 
focal  distance,  is  not  constant  over  the  eye.  and  was 
treated  as  a  free  variable,  chosen  to  obtain  a  reason- 
able  fit  (by  eye)  to  the  experimental  curves.  The  focal 
distance  is  not  a  completely  free  variable,  however, 
because  it  depends  on  the  lens  diameter.  The  F- 
number  of  the  facet  lenses  (that  is,  focal  distance 
divided  by  lens  diameter)  has  been  estimated  for 
Musca  (Stavenga,  l975),  but  it  is  not  completely 
constant  over  the  eye  (see  Discussion).  Nevertheless, 
the  F-number  found  here  by  fitting  to  the  experi- 
mental  data  is  in  reasonable  agreement  with  pre- 
viously  determined  F-numbers  obtained  by  different 
methods  (Stavenga,  1975). 
In  Fig.  6(c)  the  wavelength  was  sufficiently  short  to 
permit  the  existence  of  the  second  order  mode.  The 
relative  weighting  of  the  various  propagated  modes  is 
difficult  to  calculate.  especially  for  antidromic  illu- 
mination  (for  a  discussion  see  the  section  on  Theory 
and  van  Hateren,  1984),  and  the  weighting  factor 
was  therefore  also  treated  as  a  free  variable.  The 
theoretical  calculation  in  Fig.  6(c)  yields  a  result  that 
is  somewhat  narrower  than  the  measurements.  The 
reason  for  this  is  not  clear,  but  taking  into  account 
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Fig.  7.  Electrophysiological  measurements  of  the 
Stiles-Crawford  effect.  Wavelengths:  (A)  600  nm;  (B) 
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Fig.  8.  Electrophysiological rn~~sur~ents  (asterisks), radiation  patterns  (ofm  circksh  and  theoretical  fits 
(C~~~~RUOUS  curves) of the Stiles-Crawford effect. Focal distance: 80pm:  G = 0.25; fibs  diameter: 1.8  ftm; 
wavelengths: (A) 650nm;  (B) 6OOnm: (C) 55Onm; (D) 5OOnm; (E) +Hlnm.  The lens diameter *as ca. 
30pm. 
that  the  measurements  are  made  on  a superposition 
of  the  radiation  of seven  waveguides,  the  agreement 
between  theory  and  experiment  in  Fig.  6 is  fair. 
Electrophysiological  measurements  of  the 
Stiles-Crawford  effect  in  the  fly’s eye  are  shown  in 
Fig.  7(a)  (600 nm)  and  7(b)  (450 nm).  Together  with 
measurements  at  other  wavelengths,  the  curves  are 
shown  again  in  Fig.  8  (asterisks),  after  trans- 
formation  to  a  linear  sensitivity  scale.  The  facet 
belonging  IO the penetrated  sense  cell was also  photo- 
graphed,  and  the  resulting  radiation  intensity  curves 
are  also  shown  in  Fig.  8(b)  and  8(c)  (open  circles). 
Moreover,  the  continuous  curves  in  Fig.  8  are 
theoretical  fits,  with  two  free  variables:  the  focal 
distance  /  (for  all  wavelengths)  and  the  relative 
weighting  of  the  two  modes  (for  the  shorter  wave- 
lengths).  As  already  explained  in  the  section  on 
Theory,  the  relative  weighting  of  the  modes  for  the 
shorter  wavelengths  (500 and  450 nm  in Fig.  8) differs 
from  the  relative  weighting  for  the  optical  measure- 
ments  [Fig.  6(c)]. Apart  from  this  expected  difference. 
the  two  experimental  methods  agree  very  well  with 
each  other  and  with  the  theoreticat  calculations. 
DISCUSSION 
We  have  seen  that  the  Stiles-Crawford  effect  is 
present  in  the eye of  the  blowRy  at  the level of single 
ommatidia.  It can  be measured  electrophysiologically 
from  single  cell  recordings,  optically  from  the  light 
radiating  out  of  the  rhabdomeres,  and  it  can  be 
calculated  using  a  model  incorporating  waveguide 
effects  in  the  photoreceptors.  Up  till  now  we  have 
focused  on  the  question  of  how  well  waveguide theory  can  explain  the  measured  Stiles-Crawford 
curves.  But  we might  as  well  reverse  the  question,  and 
ask  what  information  we  can  obtain  about  the  diop- 
tricnl  system  if  we  take  the  theoretical  framework  for 
granted.  This  appears  to  be justified  for  the  fly  visual 
system.  but  we  will  also  assume  that  it  is  the  main 
explanation  for  the  Stiles-Crawford  effect  in  the 
human  eye. 
In  the  human  eye  the  focal  distance  fis  well  known, 
whilst  there  is  some  uncertainty  uith  regard  to 
fi =  (n,  -  ni)’  2,  Assuming  that  the  measured 
Stiles-Crawford  effect  (e.g.  Stiles  1937)  is  caused 
mainly  by  the  waveguide  properties  of  the  cones,  we 
can  infer  n’ from  them.  According  to  Stiles  (1937)  the 
curve  is  described  by  log  ye =  -p&,  with  p  =  0.063 
for  the  longest  wavelengths.  For  these  wavelengths 
the  cones  (or  their  inner  segments)  are  probably 
guiding  only  the  first  order  mode  (Snyder  and  Pask 
1973). 
Assuming  a  focal  distance  of  the  lens  of  17 mm,  a 
wavelength  of  700 nm,  and  p  =  0.063,  a  fiber  di- 
ameter  of  2 pm  then  yields  n” =  0.35  according  to  the 
theoretical  model  used  in  the  present  paper;  alterna- 
tively.  a fiber  diameter  of  I pm  yields  n‘ =  0.39.  These 
values  are  in  good  agreement  with  the  measurements 
of  Enoch  and  T’obey  (1981).  but  not  with  the  value 
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Fig. 9.(A) The on-axis  efficiency for  varying  D/y(with  D  the 
lens  diameter,  and/the  focal  distance)  for  Z  =  0.25  (curve 
a)  and  ri  =  0.39  (curve  b).  Fiber  diameter:  2 pm;  wavelength: 
600 nm. The on-axis  efficiency  is that  part  of the light  falling 
on-axis  on  the  lens  that  is  propagated  in  the  waveguide.  (B) 
The  on-axis  efficiency  times  the  lens  surface.  with  the  focal 
distance  constant,  and  varying  D.  Parameters  as  in  (A). The 
units  are  normalized  to  the  power  falling  on  the  lens  for  the 
largest  lens  diameter  (D/f=  1).  Curve  a:  n‘ =  0.25;  curve  b: 
n‘ =  0.39. 
n  =  0.19  used  by  Snyder  and  Pask  ( 1973)  in  their 
theoretical  study  on  the  Stiles-Crawford  effect.  The 
reason  is.  that  in  their  calculations  the  illumination  is 
supposed  to  be  limited  to  the  fiber  entrance  (Snyder 
et  nl..  1973).  vvhereas  in  the  calculations  of  the  present 
paper  the  illumination  is  supposed  to  be  much  wider 
than  the  fiber  diameter.  a  situation  very  likely  en- 
countered  in  the  fiy’s eye.  Moreover.  the  experimental 
data  acquired  could  not  be  satisfactorily  explained 
when  the  Snyder  and  Pask  assumption  was  made.  But 
if  the  photoreceptors  are  packed  very  closely.  as  in 
the  vertebrate  fovea.  the  modes  might  be  perturbed 
by  neighbouring  photoreceptors  (Wijngaard,  1981). 
and  an  intermediate  case  could  result. 
Most  parameters  of  the  dioptrical  apparatus  of  the 
fly  are  rather  vvell  known.  Moreover,  in  the  case  of 
one  mode  the  value  of  the  fiber  diameter  is  not  very 
critical  for  the  Stiles-Crawford  effect.  The  two  most 
important  parameters  are  the  focal  distancefand  E. 
The  h~llf-~vidth  of  the  theoretical  Stiles-Crawford 
curves  is  proportional  to.6  and  approximately  pro- 
portional  to  n‘.  For  fly  rhabdomeres  n‘  has  been 
measured  (Beersma  et  al..  1982;  Kirschfeld  and 
Snyder,  1976)  and  is about  0.25.  When  this  value  for 
5  is  used,  Stiles-Crawford  measurements  performed 
in  various  parts  of  the  fly’s  eye  indicate  that  the 
F-number  of  the  lenses  is  not  constant.  being  larger 
in  the  dorsal-frontal  part  (F  =  3)  than  ventrally  and 
laterally  (F  =  222.5). 
If  the  F-number  of  the  lenses  of  the  fly’s  eye  is  not 
constant  over  the  eye.  what  are  then  the  consequences 
of  this  variation  for  the  absolute  sensitivity  of  the 
visual  sense  cells?  The  question  also  bears  importance 
for  the  vertebrate  eye,  because  its  pupil  diameter  is 
variable.  that  is,  its  F-number  is variable.  In  Fig.  9(a) 
the  theoretically  calculated  on-axis  efficiency  is shown 
as  a  function  of  l/F =  Dif(lens  diameter  divided  by 
focal  distance).  The  on-axis  efficiency  of  a  lens- 
photoreceptor  system  is  that  part  of  the  light  falling 
on-axis  on  the  lens  that  is  propagated  in  the  photo- 
receptor.  In  Fig.  9(a)  the  absorption  in  the  interocular 
media  is  neglected,  and  the  lens  is  assumed  to  be 
aberration-free. 
Both  are  good  assumptions  for  the  eye  of  the 
blowfly,  but  less  well  for  the  human  eye.  Never- 
theless,  including  interocular  absorption  and  lens 
aberrations  would  yield  similar  results.  In  Fig.  9(a) 
two  curves  are  drawn,  one  with  n‘ =  0.25  {the  fly’s 
case),  and  one  with  ti =  0.39  (as  we  inferred  above 
for  human  cones  or  their  inner  segments).  It  appears 
that  the  F-number  yielding  the  highest  on-axis 
efficiency,  depends  on  n‘,  and  that  the  curves  are 
relatively  broad:  the  efficiency  can  be  high  even  if  the 
F-number  is  not  optimal. 
A  larger  lens  can  catch  more  light  than  a  smaller 
one,  thus  if  we  want  to  know  the  total  power  caught 
on-axis,  the  curves  of  Fig.  9(a)  must  be  multiplied  by 
the  lens  surface.  The  result  of  this  operation  is shown I__-  <\\ 
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Fig.  10. The effect of  deviations  from  alignment  towards  the 
center  of  the  lens  on  the  on-axis  efficiency:  n‘ =  0.25;  fiber 
diameter:  2pm;  wavelength:  600  nm.  The  angle  z  is  the 
angle  between  the  fiber  axis  and  the  line joining  the  fiber  tip 
and  the  center  of  the  back  principle  plane  of  the  lens. 
in  Fig.  9(b).  We  see,  that  it  is useless  to enlarge  the 
diameter  of a  lens  beyond  a certain  limit  (depending 
on  n”), because  the  extra  light  will  not  be caught  by 
the photoreceptors.  The  amount  of light  captured  will 
even  be  reduced  slightly  by  destructive  interference. 
Moreover,  light  which  is  not  caught  would  deterio- 
rate  the  visual  acuity  by  leaking  to  neighbouring 
receptors  and  stimulating  them. 
In  Fig.  3 it was shown  that  the rhabdomeres  in  the 
eye of  the  blowfly  are  aligned  towards  the  center  of 
the  lens.  The  exact  position  of the convergence  point 
is somewhat  uncertain,  but  it is close  to  the  principle 
plane  of  the  lens.  interestingly,  the  same  phenom- 
enon,  convergence  towards  the center  of the  lens,  has 
been  found  in  the  human  eye (review:  Enoch  1981). 
Figure  10 suggests  a possible  explanation  for  these 
phenomena.  The  on-axis  efficiency  is  given  as  a 
function  of  the  angle  CI between  the  axis  of  the 
photor~eptor  and  the  line joining  the  photor~eptor 
tip  and  the  center  of  the  lens  (the  back  principle 
plane);  thus,  if LY  = D the  receptor  is perfectly  aligned 
towards  the  center  of  the  lens.  As  we see in  Fig.  IO, 
the  on-axis  efficiency  is  highest  with  perfect  align- 
ment,  and  it  depends  quite  critically  on  the  angle  z. 
Figure  10 assumes  an  aberration-free  lens,  and  par- 
axial  rays,  This  is again  a good  approximation  for the 
fly’s  eye,  but  possibly  the  calculations  would  yield 
similar  results  when  aberrations  present  in  the  verte- 
brate  eye  are  taken  into  account.  In  Fig.  10 only  the 
first order  mode  is present;  with  more  modes  (shorter 
wavelengths)  the  situation  is more  complicated,  but 
leads  to  the  same  conclusions.  Of  course,  Fig.  10 
immediately  suggests  that  a mechanism  for achieving 
alignment  could  be based  on  maximizing  the amount 
of light  captured:  a misalignment  of only  2.5” causes 
a  IO% reduction  in  sensitivity.  It  has  to  be  noted, 
however,  that  an  alternative  explanation  for  the 
alignment  of  fly rhabdomeres  has  been  proposed  by 
Wijngaard  and  Stavenga  (1975).  They  argue  that 
optical  coupling  between  the  rhabdomeres  in  the 
same  ommatidium  could  be  minimized  by  the  fact 
th,t.  because  of  the  ahpnmcnt.  the  rhabdomsrzs 
diverge  below  their  trps. 
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where  K,  is  a  modified  Hankel  function  of  the  first  kind,  n, 
the  refractive  index  of  the  waveguide,  rzz  that  of  the  medium 
surrounding  it,  and  V  a  parameter  that  detrrmines  the 
number  of  propagated  modes  and  their  shape.  Now  the 
propagation  constant  is  given  by 
p  =  @‘k’_  u?;b?)’  2  I 
and  the  normalization  constant  A  by 
(9) 
APPENDIX 
The  theoretical  calculations  (see  also  Snyder.  1969;  van 
Hateren.  in  preparation)  are  done  on  a  simplified  model, 
that  consists  of  a  cylindrical  waveguide.  This  waveguide  is 
weakly  guiding.  that  is.  the  refractive  indices  of  its  interior 
and  exterior  are  nearly  the  same  (Snyder,  1969;  Marcuse. 
1971).  The  KirchhotT  approximation  is  used  for  the  ex- 
citation  (or  radiation)  of  the  modes.  Only  bound  modes  are 
considered.  and  it  is  assumed  that  neighbouring  receptors 
are  not  optically  coupled. 
-je.s~b’J._,(Li)J”,,(li)(l  +  c/‘/Wz)  1 
-I,?  (10) 
where  e,  =  2  for  Y =  0  and  e,  =  I  for  Y #  0. 
The  on-axis  sensitivity  (Fig.  9)  of  the  entire  lens-fiber  system 
is  given  by 
The  angular  sensitivity  (or  the  farfield  radiation  pattern) 
of  this  waveguide  is  for  a  mode  v/l  given  by 
S(4)=  Icr,,(p)l’  (2) 
Figure  IO  was  calculated  by  straightforward  integrating 
the  product  of  the  fields  of  an  Airy  diffraction  pattern  and 
of  the  first  order  mode,  incorporating  phase  variations 
caused  by  the  skewness  of  the  fiber. 